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In the early part of the 21st Century disaster struck -an experiment on an orbiting station went wrong -bad
wrong. The Accident almost destroyed the universe, and ripples in time washed over the Earth. Like the
plagues of an earlier millineum, Earth was depopulated, and then it rebuilt. And the people of the post-
disaster world learned that things were going to be a little different. They'd be able to travel into the past,
utilizing remnant time strings. It took brave pioneers to map the time string gates. It turns out that if you
aren't extremely careful, you can zap yourself out of existence with a careless jump. So elaborate rules are
evolved, and Time Travel stations have become big business.
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From Reader Review Wagers of Sin for online ebook

Jeanie T says

Just fantastic fun. Not high literature, but a great historical escape. And the lemmings.

Bryan says

A much better book than the first in the series (Time Scout - see my review), mainly because it focuses on a
different character, Skeeter Jackson, who is simply much more interesting and likeable than the previous
protagonist from book 1, Margo Smith.

Unfortunately, Margo does eventually show up and ruin several portions of this book, too, but you can skim
them quickly or skip sections before the damage is too great.

What I really liked about this book is that it started picking up the pace and realism for this series. You get a
lot of very authoritative information on historical settings, and an interesting storyline that ties it all together
too.

Much better than the first book, but still only a fair precursor of the main event to come... in books 3 and 4
the series takes on Jack the Ripper, and finally reaches its fullest potential...

Korry Thorpe says

Started slow but ended up being pretty good.

Bill says

Fun, romance, and dangers at Time Terminal 86.

Gordon says

If you're just looking for a quickie, this was reasonably well done. Personally I like a little more depth in my
time travel stories.


